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So called Democracy does not enter into a description of the Technate design for a
reason.
The American Political Price System.
Democracy is a concept from the 5th. cent. BC.
A good society with functional scientific governance would not need it in the present period
in North America in the Technate design. Technate design-An idea for now-Stephen L. Doll.

Democracy was partly a spin off of the first standardization of coins in the ancient world in
Asia minor and then the influence of that event on Greece. It was controlled by special
interest groups and business interests from the beginning. Democracy thrived in a period of
scarcity. Propaganda and brainwashing are intrinsic in its atmosphere. People can be
influenced into special interest spheres of power even when those may be to their own
detriment. Money and Democracy act together generally to the detriment of most citizens.
Origin of the Political/Price System

The original group that employed Democracy (Athens) was eventually destroyed by their
neighbors. The Athenians either enslaved them or tried to enslave them and capture their
various resource bases to exploit them. They also demanded a tribute to themselves in debt
tokens or money from their surrounding neighbors in many cases.
The corrupt business influences of the day employed the 'everything for me and nothing for
you' values of the Price System.

Democracy was developed in a time of scarcity that depended on slave power. The Technate
& Energy.
It works by special interest control of people. It works in a modern wage slave society also
to control and manipulate people with opinion based contracts of behavior.
This is an important point. Other points are lost if this point is not understood.
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TechnateDesign some-basicfacts.

Democratic methods to form laws or codes of behavior are not ’’Technocracy’’ or Technate
design. Democratic methods are special interest control. Something that is precluded from
the Technate design. Technocracy Study Course - excerpted design chapters and links to
the complete copy.

It is understood... that the false concepts and glorification of this political construct
(democratic law) are appealing and tempting to those who do not really understand the
dynamic of the Technate design and the viable alternative of scientific governance.
Propaganda and brainwashing have been used to sell the concept of 'Democracy'. I am the
Price System ! essay....

Any and all special interest groups have but one commonality. That is to deprive others of
something... and there must be gain for the special interest group members... either real or
imagined. Otherwise there would be no function of or for a special interest group.
Democracy in the form of legislation of morality or ethics is a slave contract to others
opinions. One that has to be enforced somehow (laws). That is a Price System construct.
Technate Design Basic TNAT.
In a Technate there is a basic proscription against violence.

The design of the Technate precludes ANY special interest groups (Democracy legislation)
from having any power or control over the Production, Distribution or Consumption of all
goods and services available under the operating System of the Technate... further this
design precludes any special interest groups from having power or control over other
humans (Democracy: special interest belief system groups holding power over others by
making contracts of behavior... and depriving other citizens of their rights or benefits
thereby).
Howard Scott - History and Purpose of Technocracy.

The Technate design is the administration of science in government... not an oligarchic
belief system construct. It is a scientific social design.
The design of the Technate precludes any and all contract by and between individuals,
groups, parties, organizations or persons. Energy Accounting-Fezer-TNAT.

This critical point is lost on people that have tried to ’’sell’’ our information or make it more
palatable for a mass consumption.
Technocracy can not be ’’sold’’. It must be understood for what it actually is... the most free
construct of how to run a modern society. WomenWritersTNAT-TheNorthAmericanTechnate

The Technate design employs a secular scientific approach. It is humanitarian and
egalitarian.
Technate Design - Humanism & The Cultural Arts.

There is not a Technical and a Democratic division in the Technate design for North America
as regards operation of the Technate except in the sense of how a Technate would put
people in positions of administration.

The Continental Director in a Technate is chosen from among the Sequence Directors by
those Directors with the use of a ballot.
That is the only position in that unique position.

How positions are filled in a Technocratic society.
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Positions are filled based on the proven method of nomination from below and appointment
from above. For example, if a position were vacated for whatever reason... then the people
immediately below that position would nominate candidates from among their ranks for the
position.
Then the managers from the rank above the position would choose from those candidates
the person most qualified for the job.
This is the method that is most often used in the technical portions of present
organizations... and is based on competence.
Competence of the person is determined by the consistent operation of the technology
involved.
If such machinery should fail to operate within acceptable parameters, then the person
responsible would be quickly removed and replaced with someone who could perform the
job adequately.

The only exception to this is the position of Continental Director, only because there is no
one higher. This Director position is selected from the members of the Continental Board of
Directors or Sequence Directors, for it is they who best know who among them is most
capable of handling the job.
A Continental Director could also be recalled by the Sequence Directors if their performance
deemed it so.

The North American Technate TNAT. Open source material.
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